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ABSTRACT

Dozens of Roman tile kilns have come to light in Pannonia during the last one hundred years. This
paper summarizes the published tile manufacturing workshops of Pannonia in present-day Hungary,
Austria, Slovenia, Croatia, and Serbia. In the first part it gives a short general overview of the structure
of a workshop, discusses the problems of defining tile kilns, describes the parts of the kilns themselves
and outlines the systems of classifications. The second part gives a description and catalogue of the
Pannonian tile kilns.
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INTRODUCTION

Forty years have passed since Barnab�as L}orincz wrote his short paper on Roman tile kilns in
Pannonia where he assessed information about the tile kilns of sixteen settlements.1 Several
tile kilns have been found ever since and our knowledge on Roman brick and tile production
has multiplied. It seems therefore reasonable to write an overview about the results of the
latest research.

Ceramic building material was introduced to Pannonia by the Romans. The architectural
culture of the Roman conquerors in the 1st century AD was fundamentally different from
that of the Celtic and Pannon tribes living in the area. The Roman way of building, the tiled
roofs and rooms heated with hypocausts brought the necessity of the mass-production of
ceramic building material by the middle of the second century AD.2 New, rectangular kiln-
types were introduced for firing different kinds of bricks and tiles. Tegulae, imbrices and
antefixa covered roofs, tubuli, tegulae mammate and lateres in different shapes and sizes were
used in hypocaust heating systems, purpose-made floor tiles decorated floors and drain-pipes
were built in aqueducts.3

Roman tile kilns were built and operated by military or civilian workshops or belonged to
villas. The average workshop needed a good clay source, plenty of water and wood and a large
piece of land with enough space for all stages of the production process.4 The workshops had
several parts corresponding to the stages of production (Fig. 1), though in most cases only the
kilns have been found on excavations.

The clay pits were the source of raw material, also called clay quarry or mine. The
extracted clay was transported to mud pools, pools dug in the ground where large amounts of
clay were poured with water, then mixed and kneaded until the mixture reached optimal
consistency. After the bricks or tiles were shaped with the aid of moulds at the moulding area,
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they were laid out to dry. In the first stage of drying the tiles
were placed on the ground in rows,5 sometimes in an area
covered with roof (i.e. in a drying shed).6 This was the most
space-consuming stage of the production process, and the
amount of space available for drying limited the size of the
whole workshop. Several days later the green tiles were
stacked in drying area II for further drying before the firing.
There was an area near the kiln where wood could be pre-
pared and stored for the firing, and another storage for the
end products.

Experiments conducted to reconstruct the procedure of
Roman ceramic building material production help to get a
better understanding of the manufacturing process. Several
experiments were carried out in reconstructed tile kilns, for
example in Flintsbach, Germany,7 and a well-published
experiment performed in Catalonia in 2013 described the
experiences collected via the handcrafting of 150 tegulae and
50 imbrices (Fig. 2). The whole project took 43 days and
included the preparation of 3,000 kg of clay and 2,000 kg of
dry wood.8

Roman ceramic building material was produced in
Pannonia from the end of the 1st century AD to the late 4th

century. Due to the general lack of datable finds in or around
the kilns, the workshops and kilns are usually hard to date.

Purpose-built Roman tile kilns were mostly rectangular
in shape, as opposed to the typically round or oval pottery
kilns. However, based exclusively on the shape of the kiln, it
cannot be reliably decided if pottery or building material
were fired in it,9 and many kilns were used for multiple
purposes. Most workshops produced both pottery and
building ceramics, sometimes using numerous kilns

concurrently, and it is not always evident which kilns were
used for what purpose. In Pannonia, the coexistence of
round and rectangular kilns for firing pottery could be
observed for example in the large municipal workshop of
Aquincum-G�azgy�ar, in the legionary pottery workshop of
Brigetio-Gerh�at or in a smaller pottery workshop in Scar-
bantia (Sopron, �Arp�ad Street).10 In the case of Sopron �Arp�ad
Street three kilns were discovered, two circular and one
small, rectangular kiln. The dishes found in situ in the
rectangular kiln testified that the kiln was used for firing
pottery rather than bricks and tiles.11 Moreover, large,
rectangular tile kilns are known to have been used for firing
amphorae and dolia, as well as a wide range of ceramic
building material12 and the existence of large circular tile
kilns is also known.13

The best way to distinguish between tile and pottery
kilns, therefore, would be on the basis of the finds inside and
around the kiln, if there were any. In this paper, those kilns
were collected, that were defined as tile kilns by the exca-
vator.

There seems to be confusion in the nomenclature of the
kiln parts in some languages. For better understanding, the
parts of an average Roman kiln are listed in Fig. 3 and
Table 1.

The kilns were usually sunk in the ground, so that the
combustion chamber and the praefurnium were below
ground level. For that reason, the opening of the praefur-
nium was accessible from the stokehole. In some cases,
several kilns were arranged around the same stokehole. The
kilns were heated by the fire set in the praefurnium, which
usually consisted of a vaulted tunnel which ended in the
combustion chamber. The combustion and the oven itself
were separated by the perforated oven floor. The oven floor
was supported by cross walls or vaults depending on the
structure of the combustion chamber. The hot air entered
the combustion chamber in the main flue, then circulated in
the cross flues eventually rising to the oven through the vent
holes of the oven floor. The oven had walls built of clay,
bricks or on rare occasions of stone. The top of the oven was
usually not a permanent structure but was covered tempo-
rarily for each firing.14

Tile kilns, just as pottery kilns, are categorized based on
the characteristics of their combustion chamber, since it is
frequently the only part of the kiln to survive. The most
noticeable feature is always the general form of the com-
bustion chamber: circular/oval or rectangular/square. Then
comes the support system of the oven floor: by walls or
vaults. Sometimes the construction material is also

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the spatial needs of a tile
manufacturing workshop

5A large number of raw tegulae were laid out to dry on the ground came to
light in Catalonia in 1980–1981. They covered the whole surface of the 2.2
3 2.4 m large sondage. The 400–440 3 600 mm large green tiles were laid
out in 8 rows and 14 columns. NOLLA et al. 1982, 152–156.
6Traces of drying-sheds in the form of postholes were found on several
excavations, for example in Xanten, Dormagen or Rheinzabern.
FEDERHOFER 2007, 15.
7The experimental firing is described by E. Federhofer in FEDERHOFER 2007,
16–19.
8TREMOLEDA et al. 2017.
9MCWHIRR 1979, 98; JEREMI�C 2000, 133–134.

10B�ONIS 1981, 11–12. and note 16; B�ONIS 1979, 99–104.
11G€OM€ORI 1984, 111–113. The size of the rectangular kiln was only 1.30 3
1.30 m.

12VIKI�C-BELAN�CI�C 1970, 30.
13JEREMI�C 2000, 134.
14The parts of a Roman tile kiln are described in several publications, for
example: FEDERHOFER 2007, 33–37; MCWHIRR 1979, 98–100; LE NY

1988, 19–23. For more, see Table 1.
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Fig. 2. Stages of the production of tegulae and imbrices reconstructed in an experiment in Catalonia (TREMOLEDA et al. 2017, figs 2–7)

Fig. 3. Parts of a tile kiln
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Table 1. Parts of a Roman tile kiln

A B C D E F G H I J

English stokehole flue, fire tunnel,
praefurnium

combustion chamber main central
flue

cross flue cross wall oven floor vent kiln-wall oven, firing
chamber

MCWHIRR

1979

stokepit praefurnium combustion chamber central
corridor, main

flue

cross flue cross wall oven floor oven walls oven CUOMO DI

CAPRIO 1979

Italian prefurnio camera di
combustione

piano
forato

muri
perimetrali

camera di cottura CUOMO DI

CAPRIO 1978

German Arbeitsgrube Sch€urkanal,
Sch€urhals,
Praefurnium

Heizraum,
Heizkammer,
Feuerkammer

Querzug St€utzen-
einrichtungen

Brenntenne Brenn-
kammer-
wand

Brennraum,
Brenn-kammer,
Einsetzraum

FEDERHOFER
2007

Bedienungs-
grube

Sch€urhals Heizkammer Mittelkanal Zug Zungenmauer Lochtenne Pfeife Aussen-
wand

Brenn-kammer ALLEMANN
2014

Arbeitsgrube Sch€urkanal Heizkammer Querzug Lochtenne Loch Brenn-kammer MOSSER 2015

French aire de
chauffe

alandier chambre de chauffe couloir central conduit de
chaleur

le muret de
sout�enement

la sole les
carneaux

chambre de
cuisson, le
laboratoire

LE NY 1988

Spanish el �area de
caldeamiento

praefurnium,
boca

c�amara de
combusti�on, c�amara

de fuego

corredor
central

conduccion muretes de
sustentaci�on

parilla,
solera

conduccion,
orificios

c�amara de
cocci�on,
laboratorio

TREMOLADA I

TRILLA 2000

Hungarian t€uzel}ony�ıl�as t€uzel}ohelyis�eg, t}uzt�er,
t€uzel}ot�er,

f}ut}okamra,
t€uzel}ocsatorna

l�angvezet}o k€oz rost�ely l�egny�ıl�as �eget}ot�er L}oRINCZ
1981a

munkag€od€or t€uzel}ocsatorna,
t€uzel}ony�ıl�as

�eget}ot�er, t€uzel}ot�er t}uzcsatorna,
f}ut}ocsatorna

meleg-vezet}o
j�aratok

rost�ely rost�ely-lyuk MLADONICZKY

2012

t€uzel}ocsatorna
kemenc�en k�ıv€uli

szakasza, t€uzel}ony�ıl�as

t}uzt�er,
t€uzel}ot�er

oldals�o f}ut}o-/
t€uzel}o-csatorna

oszt�ofalak rost�ely rost�ely-lyuk �eget}ot�er PAL�AGYI
1993–1994

Slovenian predprostor kuri�s�ce,
toplovodni kanal

prostor za �zganje kuri�s�ce toplotne re�ze re�setka soba za �zganje LAZAR et al.
2006
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considered: clay, bricks, or stone.15 The best known and
most widely used classification of pottery and tile kilns was
made by N. Cuomo di Caprio based on the Italian finds and
illustrated with schematic drawings. Since her classification
did not always fit all the kilns found in other areas of the
Roman Empire, several other classifications were made by
researchers of other provinces.16 B. L}orincz suggested a
classification specific to the Pannonian tile kilns collected in
his paper (Fig. 4).17

TILE KILNS IN PANNONIA

Pannonia was rich in good quality clay which led to a
network of thriving pottery and tile manufacturing work-
shops from the turn of the 1st and 2nd centuries AD to the
late 4th century. The large workshops of military bases and
civilian towns were either situated along the rivers Danube,
Drava, and Sava, or along the Amber Road. Most kilns
belonging to villa estates were found around Lake Balaton
and Lake Neusiedl, but this may mirror the state of research
rather than the actual spatial distribution of the kilns (Fig. 5).

I. MILITARY TILERIES

Military tileries belonged either to a legion or an auxiliary
unit. Pannonia had four legionary fortresses: Vindobona
(Vienna, Austria), Carnuntum (Bad Deutsch-Altenburg,
Austria), Brigetio (Kom�arom-Sz}ony, Hungary) and Aquin-
cum (Budapest-Óbuda, Hungary). With the exception of
Carnuntum, all legionary tileries have been found and partly
excavated. They usually lay a few hundred meters away from
the legionary fortresses and had several rectangular tile kilns.
Apart from the tileries connected to the legionary fortresses
there is another tile manufacturing workshop in D€om€os
(Hungary) that belonged to a legion, namely the legio I
Adiutrix which stationed in Brigetio. Three other workshops,
Solva, Lugio and Progar were operated by auxiliary units.

Vindobona (Vienna-Hernals, Austria) – legionary tilery
(Cat. 1‒4.)

The legionary tilery lay 2.5–3 km to the west of the legionary
fortress of Vindobona, in present-day Vienna-Hernals,
where the so-called “Hernalser Tegel” meant a good quality
raw material for ceramic and tile production. Roman bricks
and tiles kept appearing in this area since the 1740s but the
first unambiguous signs of a tile kiln have not been found
until 1975. Up to the present day, an about 3.3 ha large
segment of the tile manufacturing workshop has been

investigated, and the remains of four rectangular kilns, the
post holes of a probable drying shed, a clay pit and a narrow
water canal have been documented.18

The first tile kiln was found in 1953 at 13 Steinergasse,
when workers stumbled upon the surrounding wall of a
Roman tile kiln. As the kiln itself was not uncovered, there is
no information about it.19

The second rectangular kiln came to light in 1975, when
the house at 15 Steinergasse was rebuilt. The combustion
chamber with two vaulted main flues and the oven floor
with vents were well preserved, and the remains of a trough-
shaped stokehole on the east side of the kiln could also be
documented. The combined length of the combustion
chamber with the stokehole was reconstructed to 5.60 m and
the combustion chamber was dug 3 m deep into the soil.
Both main flues of the combustion chamber were lined with
clay.20 The remains of another stokehole were seen to the
east, which would mean another kiln under the road.21

In 2012 two more tile kilns were excavated near the
others, on the corner of Steinergasse and Geblergasse (16
Steinergasse/47 Geblergasse).

Kiln I had a combustion chamber with one central flue,
measuring 2.60 3 2.20 m on the inside and dug 2 m deep
into the soil (Fig. 6). The walls of the chamber were built of
mud bricks and its floor was covered with bipedales. Two
low banks ran along the longer sides of the chamber which
served as the pier of the vault that supported the oven floor,
while the remains of a small pier stood by the middle of the
southern wall of the combustion chamber. A 4.30 3 4.30 m
large and 1.70 m deep stokehole lay on the northern side of
the kiln. The stokehole and the combustion chamber were
connected through a 1.40 m long fire tunnel or praefurnium.
The whole kiln with the stokehole measured about 9.0 3 4.0
m. The kiln had at least two phases.22

The other kiln, Kiln II was very much like Kiln I, only in a
much better condition (Fig. 6). The combustion chamber built
of mud bricks had one main flue and five cross flues. Banks 0.6
m high and 0.44 m wide ran along the longer sides of the
chamber, which supported the vaults of the cross walls made
of sesquipedales. There was also a small pier in the middle of
the southern wall just like in Kiln I. The floor of the com-
bustion chamber was covered with bricks of 0.56 3 0.42 m,
but they only survived in the back of the chamber. The oven
floor was built of rectangular bricks of 440 3 260 3 40 mm
with a small, square shaped vent hole (65 3 70 mm) in the
middle of each brick. The stokehole attached to the northern
side of the kiln was 4.50 3 4.40 m large and 1.70 m deep.23

Both kilns were dated on the basis of stamped tiles: they
were in use from the beginning of the 2nd century AD to at

15FEDERHOFER 2007, 122–126.
16Italy: CUOMO DI CAPRIO 1978–1979; Gallia: DUHAMEL 1978–1979,
LE NY 1988; Britannia: MCWHIRR 1979; Switzerland: BERGER 1969;
Middle Danube region: HENNING 1977.

17L}oRINCZ 1981a, 90.

18MOSSER 2013, 144–147.
19MOSSER 2013, 146; L}oRINCZ 1981a, 78.
20MOSSER 2013, 146–147; L}oRINCZ 1981a, 78.
21MOSSER 2013, 147.
22MOSSER 2013, 149–150; MOSSER 2014, 1.
23MOSSER 2013, 151–156; MOSSER 2014, 1–2.
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least the 3rd century.24 Numerous stamped tiles of the legio
XIII Gemina, the legio XIIII Gemina Martia Victrix were
found in the construction of both kilns, and stamped tiles of
the legio X Gemina in the second phase of Kiln I.25

To the north of the kilns the post holes of a large
building, the remains of a probable drying shed were
documented. Between the kilns and the shed a circular pit
(diameter: 3.0 m, depth: 0.90 m) served for the preparation
of the raw material, and on the west side of the kilns a canal
brought water to the workshop.26

The whole of the workshop was in use from the turn of
the 1st and 2nd centuries AD to the middle of the 3rd century
AD.27 Almost two thousand stamped tiles were collected
mostly sporting the stamps of the legio X Gemina, the per-
manent legion of Vindobona from 114 to the end of the
Roman rule. Beside the tile stamps of the legio XIII Gemina,
legio XIIII Gemina, legio XV Apollinaris, the legio XXX Ulpia
Victrix and the cohors I Aelia milliaria sagittaria equitata six
civilian tile stamps were also recovered: FEARORI ANIS,
ADRI[- - -], Atilia Firma, C V (S), G F ( ) P ( ) and P L ( ) SE
( ). The range of ceramic building material types manufac-
tured in the tilery includes tegulae, imbrices, lateres, antefixa,

small rectangular floor tiles. The probable production of oil
lamps is indicated by two lamp moulds.28

Brigetio (Kom�arom-Sz}ony, Hungary) – legionary pottery
and tile workshop (Cat. 5‒6.)

The legionary tile kilns of Brigetio lay 1.2 km to the east of the
legionary fortress on the so-called Kurucdomb and were
unearthed by Istv�an Paulovics in 1934. He found the remains
of two square kilns and workshop dump under a fortlet built
around 371. Based on the numerous stamped tiles found here,
the tilery must have been producing ceramic building material
from the turn of the 1st and 2nd centuries AD to the middle of
the 4th century AD. The sequence of the brick stamps started
with the stamps of the three legionary vexillations that built
the fortress from 97 AD, continued with the stamps of the
legio XI Claudia (stationed in Brigetio from 101/104 to 104/
105 AD), the legio XXX Ulpia Victrix (stationed in Brigetio
from 105 to 114), the legio I Adiutrix (stationed in Brigetio
from 114/118 until the end of the Roman rule in Pannonia)
and ended with the stamps of Lupicinus tribunus (tribunus in
the province of Valeria from 369 to 376).29

We know little about the kilns themselves (Fig. 6). The
better-preserved Kiln I faced south and measured about 4.03

Fig. 4. Classification of tile kilns. a: CUOMO DI CAPRIO, 1978; b: LE NY 1988; c: HENNING 1977; d: L}oRINCZ 1981

24MOSSER 2013, 158–159.
25MOSSER 2014, 2.
26MOSSER 2013, 156–157; MOSSER 2014, 2.
27MOSSER 2018, 176.

28MOSSER 2018, 176.
29PAULOVICS 1934, 138–140; PAULOVICS 1938, 7; L}oRINCZ 1975, 349–350;
L}oRINCZ 1981a, 78.
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5.0 m. The combustion chamber was 2.90 3 2.80 m large on
the inside and the fire tunnel 0.70 m wide. Kiln II was a little
larger, measuring about 6.80 3 6.0 m on the outside.30

The tile kilns in fact belonged to a large tile and pottery
workshop, the so-called Kurucdomb and Gerh�at work-
shops of Brigetio. Apart from the two tile kilns it had at
least 8–9 smaller pottery kilns and a drying kiln. A storage
building for dishes and some of the clay pits were also
found.31

Aquincum (Budapest-Óbuda, Hungary) – legionary
pottery and tile workshop (Cat. 7‒9.)

The legionary tile production in Aquincum took place in a
large, combined pottery and tile workshop under the present
day 120–126 B�ecsi Road and 77‒79 Kiscelli Street, 350 m
southwest of the legionary fortress. Apart from numerous
pottery kilns three rectangular tile kilns, a long section of a
water channel and the remains of a probable drying shed
were found.32 The three tile kilns were excavated by Gy€orgyi
Parragi in 1967 and 1970 and before their conservation by
M�aria Pet}o in 1980.

Fig. 5. Map of the known tile kilns in Pannonia. 1: Vindobona (Vienna-Hernals); 2: Brigetio (Kom�arom-Sz}ony); 3: Solva (Esztergom); 4:
D€om€os; 5: Aquincum (Budapest-Óbuda); 6. Lugio (Dunaszekcs}o) 7: Progar; 8: Sirmium (Sremska Mitrovica); 9: Cibalae (Vinkovci); 10:
Mursa (Osijek); 11: Siscia (Sisak); 12: Neviodunum (Drnovo); 13: Poetovio (Ptuj); 14: Savaria (Szombathely); 15: Scarbantia (Sopron);
16: Fert}or�akos; 17: Eisenstadt; 18: Wolfsbr€unn-Sommerein; 19: K}oszegfalva; 20: Csepreg; 21: Urai�ujfalu; 22: Balogunyom; 23:
Nemesrempeholl�os; 24: Szentgy€orgyv�ar; 25. H�ev�ız-Egregy; 26: Balatonf€ured; 27: Csopak; 28: Als�o€ors; 29: Gyulafir�at�ot; 30: Berhida

30L}oRINCZ 1981a, 78.
31The Gerh�at and Kurucdomb workshops were the two parts of the same
workshop. B�ONIS 1975, 86–88; B�ONIS 1976, 73; B�ONIS 1977, 105–106.
B�ONIS 1979, 99–104. The clay pits were identified in 1988 by Endre B�ır�o.
SZ�AMAD�O 1997, 159.

32V�AMOS 2014, 31–38; L}oRINCZ 1981a, 82; PARRAGI 1971; PARRAGI 1976;
PARRAGI 1981. The drying shed was found 50 m from the tile kilns at 48–
50. San Marco Street in 2006. BAL�AZS–HABLE 2007.
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Kiln 1967/3. (128 B�ecsi Road) was well preserved, the
walls of its oven stood up to a height of 0.40–1.10 m (Fig. 6).
Its combustion chamber had two main flues separated by a
central wall and 8 cross flues. The walls of the chamber and
the vaults over the 1.48 m wide main flues were built of
bricks and lined with clay. The vaulted fire tunnel was
attached to the east side of the combustion chamber and was
1.40 m long and 1.30 m high. The oven floor was made of
bricks with vent holes of 50–70 mm in diameter. The walls
on the inside of the oven were built of mud bricks and fired
bricks lined with clay which was followed by an outer layer
of large limestone slabs. The 0.45 m wide gap between the
two layers of the wall was filled with mud. The entrance of
the 4.0 3 4.0 m large oven faced south.33 The remains of the
oven were full of broken bricks and tiles some of which bore

the stamps of the legio II Adiutrix. Although no datable
finds were uncovered in the kiln, B. L}orincz dated it to the
2nd‒3rd centuries AD based on the stamped tiles. That tile
production continued in the 3rd century as well, is attested
by a stamp that reads: leg(ionis) II Ad(iutricis) M(aximia-
nae).34 Near the kiln an early, crescent-shaped die of the
legio II Adiutrix made of clay was found, along with a
rectangular one reading [.]CAE[- - -]/BINI[- - -].35

Kiln 1970/1. (120‒124 B�ecsi Road) was found when
construction works started at 124 B�ecsi Road (Fig. 6). The
combustion chamber had two main flues separated by a row
of four piers that supported the vaults over the main flues.
The piers and the vaults were built of bricks, while the outer
walls of the combustion chamber were partly made of

Fig. 6. Plan of the military tile kilns

33PARRAGI 1971, 63.

34L}oRINCZ 1981a, 84.
35PARRAGI 1971, 79; V�AMOS 2014, 37.
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trachyte stone blocks. The main flues were 1.60 m wide and
1.00 m high. The vaulted fire tunnel looked to the west. Most
of the oven floor survived and the brick walls of the 3.20 3
2.80 m large oven stood up to a height of 0.50 m.36

Kiln 1970/2. (120‒124 B�ecsi Road) was on the west side
of Kiln 1970/1., mostly destroyed by the dozer (Fig. 6). It was
built of mud bricks and the length of the combustion
chamber measured about 6 m. The entrance of the oven was
a double vaulted opening. The oven was fully packed with
the stamped tiles of the legio II Adiutrix which were not
unloaded after the last firing. A stamped tile dated to the
reign of Valentinian I (364–375) indicates that the kiln still
operated in the second half of the 4th century.37

Behind the house at 126 B�ecsi Road another test pit was
dug in 1971 and 4 antefixes were uncovered. The finds
point to another tile kiln, but it has not been excavated
yet.38

The workshop probably started producing tiles from the
turn of the 1st and 2nd centuries AD and continued until the
second half of the 4th century AD, while pottery production
seized in the second half of the 2nd century.39 In the work-
shop dump stamped tiles of the legio II Adiutrix, legio X
Gemina and legio IIII Flavia were found along with late
stamped tiles dated to the reign of Valentinian I (364–375)
with the stamps of Frigeridus dux, Iovinus tribunus, Val-
entinus centurio or with the letters APIVINI.40 The ceramic
building material found around the kilns included tegulae,
imbrices, lateres, tegulae mammatae, antefixa and sexagonal
and dog-bone shaped floor tiles.41

D€om€os (Hungary) – military tilery (Cat. 10‒11.)

Another tilery of the legio I Adiutrix, garrisoned in Brigetio
(Kom�arom-Sz}ony, Hungary), was found in D€om€os, roughly
70 km east from Kom�arom. Its two rectangular kilns were
excavated by M�arta Kelemen in 1987–1988. In the kilns,
which operated in the second half of the 2nd century AD,
tegulae, imbrices, lateres and tubuli were fired. During the
excavation 18 stamped tiles were recovered, all belonging to
the legio I Adiutrix.42

The larger Kiln I (Cat. 10.) was built of 300 3 440–480
3 140 mm large bricks (Fig. 6). The combustion chamber
had two main flues and 13 cross flues. The main flues were
0.90–1.0 m wide, 6.0 m long and 1.66 m high, while the
central wall separating the main flues and supporting the
vault over them measured 0.65 m in width and 1.30 m in
height. The walls and the floor of the combustion chamber
were lined with clay. The oven floor was also made of 300 3
440–480 3 140 mm large bricks which were, however,

furnished with holes in the shape of a half circle in the
middle of the longer sides of the bricks. Thus, two bricks laid
beside each other made one circular vent hole of 80–120 mm
in diameter. The vaulted fire tunnel projected from the north
side of the kiln and was 1.50 m wide and at least 0.90 m long
(the rest of it was destroyed by modern construction works).
The oven itself measured 6.20 3 5.44 m and was also built
of bricks. Its 0.30 m thick walls survived to a height of 0.57
m in the southeastern corner. A bronze coin of Marcus
Aurelius (161–180) and fragments of pottery date the kiln to
around 140–170 AD.43

Kiln II (Cat. 11.) lay 4 m to the east from Kiln I and was
preserved in a much better state (Fig. 6). The construction of
its combustion chamber was similar to that of Kiln I with 2
main flues and 11 cross flues. The main flues were 5.20 m
long, 0.75 m wide and 1.66 m high. The central wall between
them was 0.70–0.80 m high. Both the walls and the floor of
the combustion chamber were lined with clay. The oven
floor was built of 550 3 360 3 140 mm large bricks that had
a semi-circular hole in the middle of their shorter sides,
making vent holes of 80–100 mm. The oven measured 5.45
3 5.10 m with its wall standing up to a height of 0.70 m on
the eastern side of the kiln. The 200 mm thick walls of the
oven were built of 300 3 200 3 100 mm and 450–500 3
200 3 100 mm large bricks and were lined with clay. The
vaulted fire tunnel was attached to the north side of the
combustion chamber and was 3.20 m long, 1.60 m wide and
1.66 m high. Kiln II was probably built a few decades later
than Kiln I, most likely after the Marcomannic Wars.44

Solva (Esztergom-Szentgy€orgymez}o, Hungary) –
military tilery (Cat. 12.)

A rectangular tile kiln built mostly of stone slabs was found
in 2005 in Esztergom on a building site near the Danube
(Fig. 6). The development-led excavation was led by M.
Kelemen who published the finds in Hungarian. The upper
part of the kiln, the oven and oven floor were destroyed, but
the combustion chamber survived.

The combustion chamber of the kiln had two main flues
separated by a central wall. The outer side of the walls were
built of irregular limestone blocks, whereas the inside of the
northwestern and southeastern walls were built of rectan-
gular limestone blocks 0.35 3 1.00 m and 0.45 3 0.45 m
large, respectively. The lower part of the 4.35 m long and
0.70 m wide central wall was also built of limestone, but its
upper part was made of bricks. Two low benches 0.40–0.45
m in height and 0.50–0.60 m in width ran along the longer
sides of the combustion chamber, which supported the
vaults over the main flues. The upper part of the benches
was built of 300 3 260 mm large lateres, while the bricks
used in the vaults were only 150 3 120 mm large. All walls
and the floor of the combustion chamber were lined with
clay. The two main flues were 4.00–4.10 m long, 0.90–1.15 m

36PARRAGI 1976, 163; L}oRINCZ 1981a, 84; BENDE 1976.
37PARRAGI 1976, 163; PARRAGI 1981, 97; L}oRINCZ 1981a, 84–85.
38PARRAGI 1976, 164.
39PARRAGI 1971, 78–79; PARRAGI 1976, 165; PARRAGI 1981, 97.
40NAGY 1942, 628; PARRAGI 1981, 97; V�AMOS 2014, 37; PET}o 1981, 462.
41V�AMOS 2014, 37.
42KELEMEN 1994–1995, 101–110.

43KELEMEN 1994–1995, 97–99 and 109.
44KELEMEN 1994–1995, 99–101 and 109.
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wide and about 1.00 m high. The 2.80 m long and 1.10–1.20
m wide fire tunnel projected from the southwestern wall, its
one-time vault was ruined. Two post holes were found on
the southwestern side of the fire tunnel which might mean
that a small roof covered the entrance of the fire tunnel. The
size of the combustion chamber measured 3.80 3 4.10 m. In
the debris fragments of tegulae, imbrices and lateres were
found, obviously the products of the tilery.45

Some of the limestone blocks used for the building of the
kiln were spoliae with inscriptions on them. Twenty-five of
the stone slabs were Roman altar inscriptions dedicated to
Iuppiter by the members of the cohors I Ulpia Pannoniorum
milliaria equitata, the 2nd‒3rd-century garrison of the cas-
tellum of Solva. The altar stones must have stood in the
shrine of the principia, which must have been already in
ruins by the time the tile kiln was built. Four stamped tiles
were also found, one in the construction of the kiln with a
[QVADRIBV]RASA stamp, and three lateres in the debris
with QVADRIBVRASA, TERENTIANVS [TRIB] and [TER]
ENTIAN[I TRB] stamps. The spoliae and the tile stamps
together date the kiln to the 4th century AD.46

This kiln must have been part of a fourth-century tile
manufacturing workshop in Solva, where bricks and tiles with
the stamps of Terentianus tribunus and Quadriburgium were
made. Based on the location, size, and type of the kiln (twomain
flues)M. Kelemen classified it as amilitary tile kiln. The kiln and
workshop probably belonged to the castellum of Solva, which
was first built at the end of the 1st century AD and remained in
use until the 430s AD. It was garrisoned by the equites Mauri
from the end of the 3rd century AD, and by the cuneus equitum
scutariorum from sometime in the 4th century.47

Lugio (Dunaszekcs}o-Halena, Hungary) - military tilery
(Cat. 13.)

The tile manufacturing workshop of Lugio was located and
partly excavated in recent years by Oliv�er G�abor and the
researchers of the Archaeological Department of the Uni-
versity of P�ecs. Field walks and geomagnetic surveys revealed
the existence of a minimum of four large rectangular tile
kilns from which one was partly unearthed in 2012.48 The
kiln measured about 6.0 m in width. The stamped tiles found
during the excavation mostly belonged to the cohors VII
Breucorum which stationed in Lugio from the middle of the
2nd century AD to the second half of the 3rd century AD. The
cohort is believed to have specialized in the production of
ceramic building materials.49 The workshop in Lugio oper-
ated from the 1st century AD to at least the middle of the 3rd

century AD with a peak in production in the first half of the
3rd century. The name of the cohors VII Breucorum appears
on the tile stamps with or without Imperial epithets, such as

Antoniniana, Severiana, Alexandriana, Gordiana, Maxi-
miniana and Philippiana. In the surrounding area of the kiln
several other stamped tiles were found with the following
stamps: cohors I Raetorum, cohors VIII Raetorum, ala I Siliana,
ala I Dalmatarum, ala I Brittonum, exercitus Pannoniae
inferioris, Lupicinus tribunus, Terentianus tribunus, magister
Ursicinus, magister Maxentius, Vincentius and Adrianis.50

Progar (by Zemun, Serbia) – military tilery (Cat. 14.)

In 1967‒1968 a pottery workshop with several pottery kilns
and a brick kiln were unearthed in Progar. Several stamped
tiles of the Classis Flavia Pannonica were found on the site.51

The complex was dated to the 4th century in earlier publi-
cations, but a review of the finds shifted the period of its
usage to the 2nd‒3rd centuries AD.52 The size of the tile kiln
is unknown, but its combustion chamber had one main flue
and several cross flues.53

The existence of small military pottery and tile work-
shops are known or suspected in a number of South Pan-
nonian castella, such as Teutoburgium (Dalj, Croatia),
Rittium (Surduk, Croatia), Burgenae (Novi Banovci,
Croatia), Cornacum (Sotin, Croatia) and Brest by Be�ska
(Serbia).54 The tile kilns of these castella, however, have not
been published in detail or at all.

II. CIVILIAN TILERIES

Civilian tileries can be put in two large categories: workshops
situated in towns, which aim at supplying a larger area with
their products, and tile kilns that were part of villa estates and
served the needs of their immediate environments.

II.a Tile kilns in Roman towns

Aquincum-G�azgy�ar (Budapest-Óbuda, Hungary) –
pottery and tile workshop (Cat. 15‒19.)

One of the largest known Roman pottery and tile production
sites of Pannonia lay in Aquincum, on the eastern side of the
municipium. With 35 kilns on an area of about 150,000 m2,
it was excavated by B�alint Kuzsinszky in 1910–1911 and
published in detail in 1932. Most of the kilns were circular
pottery kilns, while five were big, rectangular tile kilns, and a
few were small, circular lime kilns. In the north-western
corner of this immense pottery workshop a group of at least
30 wells was discovered.55 Northeast from this area, four
more pottery kilns were found by Paula Zsidi in 1977, which

45KELEMEN 2011, 135–140.
46KELEMEN 2011, 141–149.
47KELEMEN 2003, 86–87.
48G�ABOR 2019, 40; FARKAS 2013, 101-103.
49L}oRINCZ 2001, 31; KOV�ACS 2005, 245.

50FARKAS 2013, 106-119.
51DIMITRIJEVI�C 1967, 96–98; VIKI�C-BELAN�CI�C 1970, 32; PETRU 1976, 228;
�CERNA�C-RATKOVI�C 2009, 313.

52STOJANOVI�C 2013.
53DIMITRIJEVI�C 1967, 96.
54L}oRINCZ 1981a, 77; �CERNA�C-RATKOVI�C 2009, 313.
55KUZSINSZKY 1932, 7–8, 20 and 75.
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means, that the workshop was even bigger than thought
earlier.56 In 1931 a foot-shaped die made of clay, used for
stamping bricks and tiles was found in the area of the pot-
tery workshop. The retrograde stamp read D [quarta] of
[ficina] Vindo/nis Ak[vincensis] and must have been the
property of the owner of the workshop. The name Vindo
points to a person of Celtic origin.57

Kiln I was a large, rectangular kiln which had a com-
bustion chamber with one main flue and 11 cross flues (Fig.
7). The walls and vaults of the combustion chamber were
built of mud bricks and fired bricks, and both the walls and
the floor were lined with clay. The main flue was 1.00 m
wide and 1.32 m high. The vaults of the cross flues stood on

two benches that ran along the longer sides of the com-
bustion chamber. The top of the benches sloped towards the
inside, thus they were 0.75 m high on the side of the main flue
and 1.30 m high by the walls. The fire tunnel projected from
the southern side of the combustion chamber and its walls
were built of trachyte stone blocks. The oven floor collapsed
into the combustion chamber, but it was built of 420 3 300
3 110 mm large bricks with a semi-circular vent hole in the
middle of either long side of the bricks. The oven measured
4.80 3 4.80 m on the inside and 7.90 3 7.35 m on the
outside. The walls, which were built of 450 3 290 3 120 mm
large mud bricks and were 1.60 m thick, survived to a
considerable height, the western wall being 0.85 m high and
the eastern 1.35 m high. The 0.88 m wide entrance of the oven
looked to the east. In addition to the entrance, a row of small
openings supported the sufficient air flow inside the kiln. Two
of the 0.25 3 0.15 m large openings lay on either side of the

Fig. 7. Plan of the civilian tile kilns in Roman towns

56ZSIDI 1984, 367–372.
57KUZSINSZKY 1932, 46–47.
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entrance and four in the opposite wall. Their sill was 0.55 m
high. The kiln was completely destroyed after the excavation
due to the construction of the Gas Factory at the site.58

Kiln II looked very much like Kiln I, only a little smaller
with an oven measuring 6.65 3 6.85 m on the outside and
4.35 3 4.35 m on the inside (Fig. 7). The combustion
chamber built of mud bricks had one main flue and 8 cross
flues. Along the longer sides of the combustion chamber two
benches supported the vaults of the main flue. The benches
sloped to the inside and were 0.65 m high by the main flue
and about 1.20 m high by the walls. The walls and the floor of
the chamber were lined with clay. The 1.00 m wide and 1.30
m high fire tunnel lay on the northern side of the kiln, its
walls and vault were built of trachyte stone blocks. The fully
survived oven floor had an interesting construction made of
two layers of 450 3 270 3 80‒100 mm large mud bricks.
The bricks were laid with 100 mm wide gaps in both layers,
so that the vent holes punctured in the top layer of bricks
were over the gaps of the bottom layer. The 1.20 m wide walls
of the oven stood up to a height of 0.70 m and were also
made mud bricks. The 0.80 m wide entrance looked to the
east. After the excavation, the kiln was reburied and spared
during the construction.59

Kiln III was the same kind of rectangular kiln as Kiln I
and II with one, 0.88 m wide main flue and 8 cross flues in
the combustion chamber (Fig. 7). The inclined benches
along the longer sides of the chamber were 0.72 m high on
the side of the main flue and around 1.30m high beside the
walls. The 0.88 m wide and 1.05 m high vaulted fire tunnel
was attached to the northern side of the combustion
chamber. Although its walls were built of trachyte stone
blocks, its vault was made of mud bricks. The oven floor
survived intact, with its two layers of 500 3 300 3 100 mm
large bricks, which had a semi-circular hole in the middle of
each and every side, thus creating a network of circular vent
holes. The 0.80–0.85 m wide walls of the oven were con-
structed of 450 3 280 3 100 mm large mud bricks and were
pierced by an opening on the eastern side. The oven itself
measured 4.05 3 3.70 m on the inside.60

Another tile kiln lay further away to the north, the
rectangular Kiln VIII (Fig. 7). This kiln was also partly
destroyed, only its combustion chamber survived, which
measured 5.60 3 5.00 m on the outside. The combustion
chamber had one main flue and 10 cross flues, as the other
tile kilns listed above. However, in this case, only the 0.80 m
thick walls were built of 410 3 270 3 100 mm large mud
bricks, the benches that ran along two sides of the chamber,
and the vaults over the main flue were made of sandstone
blocks. The main flue was 0.90 m wide and the inclined
benches on either side of it that supported the vaults were
0.63 m high on the side of the main flue and 1.42 m high
beside the walls. The vaulted fire tunnel projected from the
eastern side of the combustion chamber, measured 1.05 m in

width and 1.10 in height, and both its walls and vault were
built of sandstone blocks. The oven floor collapsed, but it
was most probably built of two layers of 480 3 300 3 120
mm large mud bricks laid with 100 mm gaps between them
to give place to the vent holes, in much the same way as in
Kiln II.61

The square-shaped Kiln XII is the only kiln at the site
that had broken imbrices and tegulae inside it, as evidence to
what it had been used for (Fig. 7). The 4.25 3 4.20 m large
combustion chamber had one 0.90 m wide main flue and 5
cross flues, and its 0.55 m thick outer walls of the chamber
were built of sandstone. The benches that supported the
vaults over the main flue were 0.35 m high. The vaulted fire
tunnel was attached to the western side of the combustion
chamber and measured 0.90 m in width. The oven floor was
built of two layers of 450 3 300 3 100 mm large mud bricks
with gaps in between them, its construction was the same as
in the case of Kiln II and VIII. The oven itself did not
survive.62

Apart from the tile kilns identified by Kuzsinszky as
such, there were other rectangular kilns on the site. Kiln IV
stood about 2 m south of Kiln III. It had the same con-
struction as Kilns I‒III but only its combustion chamber
survived its oven and oven floor were completely destroyed.
B. Kuzsinszky was a little uncertain as to its purpose: based
on its somewhat smaller size (4.15 3 3.40 m) he held it a
pottery kiln, although he acknowledged that it stood near the
other tile kilns. There is now no way to decide what was
actually fired in this kiln. The combustion chamber had a
main flue and 7 cross flues. The main flues widened towards
the inside of the chamber: it was 0.70 m wide at the entrance
of the chamber and 0.93 m wide at the end. The 0.30–0.36 m
thick walls of the chamber were built of mud bricks, just as
the vaults, which were made of wedge-shaped bricks, and
started from 0.80 m high benches. The fire tunnel looked to
the east but was ruined, just as the oven floor.63 A few more
rectangular, but much smaller kilns were scattered around
the area of the workshop (Kilns IX‒X‒XI). These were
identified as pottery kilns by Kuzsinszky, based on their size.
Beside Kiln XI a pit full of mortaria was found.64

The pottery workshop at Aquincum-G�azgy�ar started
production at the beginning of the 2nd century AD until the
end of the 2nd century.65

Aquincum-Canabae (Budapest-Óbuda, Hungary) –
civilian pottery and tile workshop (Cat. 20‒21.)

Another tile manufacturing workshop was found in the
canabae of Aquincum, 1.5 km south of the legionary tilery.
The two rectangular tile kilns at 12 B�ecsi Road – 11 €Ur€omi
Street were unearthed by Annam�aria Facs�ady in 1996 during

58KUZSINSZKY 1932, 26–32; L}oRINCZ 1981a, 78–79.
59KUZSINSZKY 1932, 34–38; L}oRINCZ 1981a, 79.
60KUZSINSZKY 1932, 38–40; L}oRINCZ 1981a, 79–81.

61KUZSINSZKY 1932, 45–46; L}oRINCZ 1981a, 81–82.
62KUZSINSZKY 1932, 51–52; L}oRINCZ 1981a, 82.
63KUZSINSZKY 1932, 40–43.
64KUZSINSZKY 1932, 47–51.
65ZSIDI 1984, 372.
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a development-led excavation.66 In 2004 a small circular
pottery kiln came to light only a few blocks away at 4‒6
€Ur€omi Street,67 which means that a combined pottery and
tile workshop was operating here at the late 3rd century–
early 4th century AD.68 Both tile kilns were preserved in a
good condition, but only Kiln 2 was completely unearthed.

Kiln 2 had an oven built of bricks with an internal size of
3.203 2.40 m. Its opening faced south, while the praefurnium
of the combustion chamber protruded to the east. The intact
oven floor was not demolished during the excavation, so the
structure of the combustion chamber remains uncertain. The
stokehole in front of the praefurnium was partly roofed over.69

Kiln 1 must have been very much like Kiln 2, but only a
small section of its northern part lay in the excavated area.70

A large number of broken tiles and over fired bricks were
scattered around the kilns, but no sign of tile stamps came to
light.71

Scarbantia (Sopron-K�anyaszurdok, Hungary) – civilian
tilery (Cat. 22‒23.)

The municipal tile manufacturing workshop of Scarbantia
lay 2–3 km south of the colonia. Tile kilns were found in
three different archaeological sites: at Harka, Jezsuita-sz�ant�ok;
Harka, Katonai L€ov€olde and Harka, K�anyaszurdok sites.72

In K�anyaszurdok two Roman tile kilns were unearthed
by J�anos G€om€ori in 1981.

Kiln 1 had two construction phases (Fig. 7). In phase 2
the kiln had a rectangular combustion chamber of 2.64 3
2.3 m and its floor was lined with bricks. It had one main
flue and four vaulted cross walls built of 400 3 280 3 60
mm large sun-dried bricks. The praefurnium faced north.
The oven floor and the oven of the kiln had not survived. In
phase 1 kiln was in the exact same spot, but the praefurnium
and the stokehole were on the southern side of the kiln.73

The other rectangular kiln, Kiln 2, was similar if a bit
larger (Fig. 7). Its combustion chamber was 2.603 3.00 m big
and had one main flue and four vaulted cross walls. The
praefurnium opened to the south, and the stokehole was filled
with tegulae. According to J. G€om€ori this might have meant
that there was a roof over the stokehole. Only a small part of
the oven floor survived, it was made of bricks.74 Based on the
few pottery shards, the kilns were already in use in the early
Principate.75

The other two sites were observed before 1937. Alfred
Romwalter wrote about one of the kilns at the Katonai

L€ov€olde site years after he saw it, from memory. According
to him, the rectangular kiln might have been 4.0 3 1.5 m
large. He also stated that lots of fired pipes were found near a
kiln at K�anyaszurdok.76

The whole extent of the workshop is unknown and the
time period in which it operated stays uncertain.

Savaria (Szombathely, Hungary) – civilian pottery and
tile workshop (Cat. 24.)

Outside the city walls of Savaria, northwest from the town
lay an industrial quarter of the town with a pottery work-
shop. In the vicinity of several pottery kilns unearthed by
Ter�ezia Buocz, a rectangular tile kiln was found by Tiham�er
Szentl�eleky in 1968 under the corner of Bolyai Street and
Engels Street. The combustion chamber and the oven floor
were in good condition. The oven floor of the kiln measured
3.2 3 3.1 m and was three times renewed.77

Another possible tile kiln in Csordahajt�o Street is
mentioned by Endre T�oth. The kiln was found in 1869.78

Neviodunum (Drnovo, Velika vas near Kr�sko, Slovenia)
– civilian tilery (Cat. 25.)

The tile manufacturing workshop of Neviodunum was
found in the 1960s, as a result of a series of test excavations
the aim of which was to shed more light on the topography
of the Roman town. A large amount of broken tiles and two
or three destructed kilns indicated the presence of a tile
manufacturing workshop in this area.79

The rectangular tile kiln found in Velika Vas had a
surface of 3.5–4 m2. Its combustion chamber was dug in the
soil and had one main flue and six cross flues. The five
vaulted cross walls built of bricks were 0.29 m wide. The
broken tegulae and imbrices around the kiln were probably
fired in it. A depot of fired clay pipes was found near the
kiln. They were 640 mm long each, with a mouth of 185 mm
in diameter. The pipes were marked with the letters SIS
scratched on their surface, which is thought to have meant
that the pipes were produced for the town of Siscia or a
customer from Siscia.80

Beside the tile kiln, a pottery kiln and a huge clay pit
were found. Based on the dimensions of the clay pit, which
was about 250 3 300 3 2 m, some 150,000 m3 of clay was
consumed by the workshop over the decades or centuries.81

The exact dating and the extant of the workshop remain
unknown.

66FACS�ADY 1997, 14.
67FACS�ADY–K�ARP�ATI 2005, 212–213.
68FACS�ADY 1997, 14.
69FACS�ADY 1997, 15–16.
70FACS�ADY 1997, 15.
71FACS�ADY 1997, 16.
72G€OM€ORI 1984, 126.
73G€OM€ORI 1984, 126–132.
74G€OM€ORI 1984, 132.
75G€OM€ORI 1984, 132.

76ROMWALTER 1937, 224–225.
77MLADONICZKI 2012, 164; T. Szentl�eleky published only short reports
about it: Arch�Ert 96 (1969) 257. and R�egFüz 22 (1969) 34.

78MLADONICZKI 2012, 164; T�OTH 2011, 19.
79PETRU et al. 1966, 491.
80VIKI�C-BELAN�CI�C 1970, 30; PETRU et al. 1966, 491–492.
81PETRU et al. 1966, 492–493; PETRU 1976, 229.
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Poetovio (Ptuj, Slovenia) – civilian pottery and tile
workshops (Cat. 26‒31.)

The municipal pottery and tile manufacturing workshops of
Poetovio along with metallurgical and marble carving
workshops were located in the eastern outskirts of the Ro-
man town, which was reserved for industrial activities. More
than 100 pottery and tile kilns were documented, which
were part of the many different, short-lived workshops
mainly from the 2nd and 3rd centuries AD.82 Most of the
kilns were not published properly or at all, but there are a
few sites worth mentioning.

The best-known kilns were found in 1967 at 2 Ciril-
Metodov Avenue. The three rectangular tile kilns placed
around one stokehole were excavated by Z. �Subic.83

The smallest Kiln A measured 3.7 3 3.9 m, had one
main flue and six cross-flues. The vaulted cross walls and the
perimeter walls of the kiln were made of sundried bricks.
The 430 3 310 3 70 mm large bricks of the oven floor had
semi-circular cut-outs on their longer sides, thus forming
circular vent holes of 70 mm diameter. The inside of the
oven measured 2.3 3 2.5 m.84

The somewhat larger Kiln B was 3.73 4.2 m big and had
a similar structure. Its combustion chamber had one main
flue and six cross flues. Its walls and oven floor were built of
bricks the same size as the walls and oven floor of Kiln A.
The area oven of Kiln B measured 3.1 3 3.0 m on the in-
side.85

Kiln C was not unearthed but must have been very much
like the other two.86

Most of the bricks used for the construction of all three
kilns were stamped: M IVN FIR or CCC. A charcoal analysis
showed that the wood used for fuelling the kilns came
predominantly from beech trees, but oak, pine, spruce, and
maple was also used. No datable finds were found at the
site.87 Based on the tile stamp, the workshop must have been
owned by Marcus Iunius Firmus, whose products were
found along the Poetovio‒Savaria road and the Drava River.
The kilns were dated to the late 2nd or early 3rd AD, based on
the tile stamps.88

Another rectangular tile kiln was found a few hundred
meters away in 1974 along with circular pottery kilns. Bricks,
tegulae and imbrices were fired in the tile kiln.89

In 1975‒1976 five potter and two tile kilns and four wells
were found yet again at 7‒10 Rimska plo�s�cad.90

Between 1989 and 1991 parts of a large pottery and tile
manufacturing workshop was unearthed at Porodni�snica
with several oval pottery and rectangular tile kilns. The three
tile kilns lay around one stokehole, covered with roof. Tiles
with QSP stamps were found in Kiln 1. The workshop can
be dated to the 2nd and 3rd centuries AD.91

Sirmium (Sremska Mitrovica, Serbia) – municipal tilery
(Cat. 32‒38.)

Another large and well-known pottery and tile manufacturing
workshop lay in Sirmium along the Sava River. Scattered in
the area north and east from the city walls of Sirmium more
than 30 pottery kilns have been found, that operated from the
1st century AD onwards. The seven Roman brick kilns
unearthed so far, however, are concentrated in a smaller area
called Ciglana (Brickyard) in Sremska Mitrovica, where brick
production started again at the beginning of the 19th century
and went on until the early 1990’s. The location lay on
the periphery of the eastern necropolis of Sirmium, where
the kilns were found during three campaigns in 1969, 1985
and 1997.92

The square-shaped Kiln 1 was excavated in 1985 (Fig. 7).
Its combustion chamber had two main flues and eight cross
flues. The vaults over the main flues started from two
benches that ran along the sides of the combustion chamber
and were supported by a row of piers in the middle of the
chamber. The 0.45–0.55 m thick outer walls and the cross
walls were built of 290–300 3 400–430 3 50‒70 mm large
mud bricks and the floor was plastered with clay, while the
piers in the middle were set on a line of unbaked bipedales.
The 1.40 m wide and 1.50 m long vaulted fire tunnel pro-
jected from the east side of the combustion chamber and was
1.20 m high. The oven and the oven floor were mostly
destroyed, but the size of the oven measured 4.10 3 3.95 m
on the inside.93

Kiln 2 was found in 1997 when a sewer ditch was dug at
Stanka Vraza Street (Fig. 7). Unfortunately, most of the kiln
was destroyed by machinery, only parts of the combustion
chamber and a small part of the oven floor survived. The
3.20 3 2.20 m large combustion chamber had two main
flues and 3 wide cross flues. The 0.50 m thick cross walls
were built of 390 3 390 3 250 mm, while the vaults of 340
3 340 3 90 mm large mud bricks. The cross flues were so
wide (0.40 m) that they were also vaulted in order to be able
to hold the oven floor made of 2 layers of bricks. The
combustion chamber was operated from one of the longer
sides of the kiln, which makes it probable that the kiln had
two fire tunnels in the axis of either main flue.94

Kiln 3 was the first brick kiln found in the area, in 1969
when clay was being extracted for the modern brickyard.
Luckily, the kiln was discovered before the machines

82�SAŠEL-KOS 2014, 152; HORVAT 1999, 223; HORVAT–VI�CI�C 2010, 210.
Now the Rabel�cja vas part of Ptuj.

83HORVAT–VI�CI�C 2010, 112–113; VIKI�C-BELAN�CI�C 1970, 30.
84�SUBIC 1968, 457–460 and 470.
85�SUBIC 1968, 460–463 and 470–471.
86�SUBIC 1968, 463–464 and 471.
87�SUBIC 1968, 463–464 and 472.
88PETRU 1976, 229; HORVAT–VI�CI�C 2010, 113.
89VIKI�C-BELAN�CI�C 1970, 30; HORVAT–VI�CI�C 2010, 87. The kilns were
under the corner of Kri�ziš�ce Kraigherjeve Street and Rimske ploš�cadi.

90HORVAT–VI�CI�C 2010, 94–95.

91HORVAT–VI�CI�C 2010, 120.
92JEREMI�C 2000, 131, 135 and 137–140.
93JEREMI�C 2000, 141–143.
94JEREMI�C 2000, 143–144.
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destroyed it (Fig. 7). The kiln was unusually small, its oven
measuring only 1.90 3 1.90 m on the inside. The combus-
tion chamber had one main flue and 5 cross flues. The vaults
over the main flue rested on benches that ran along the
longer sides of the chamber. The cross walls were built of
300 3 350 3 50 mm large mud bricks and all walls and the
floor was lined with clay. The fire tunnel projected from the
southwestern side of the combustion chamber. The oven
floor was made of a single layer of 320 3 450 3 50 mm
large bricks, with large, rectangular vent holes measuring 80
3 150 mm each.95

Kiln 4 was one of the five kilns discovered in 1985 in the
course construction works (Fig. 7). Its oven being 2.95 3
2.65 m large on the inside, it was slightly bigger than Kiln 3.
The combustion chamber had one main flue and 7 cross
flues. The vaults over the main flue were built of 270 3 270
3 60–70 mm large mud bricks which were supported by
mud brick piers standing along two benches that ran along
the longer sides of the combustion chamber. The vaulted fire
tunnel was attached to the eastern side of the chamber and
measured 1.30 m in width, 1.22 m in length and 1.36 m in
height. It was built by hollowing out a block of earth which
became a monolithic structure of fired earth after the first
firing. The floor of the fire tunnel, however, was 0.50 m
higher than the floor of the combustion chamber.96

Kiln 5 was operated from the same stokehole as Kiln 4.
Its internal dimensions measured 1.9 3 2.80 m and it had a
0.45 m thick wall. The combustion chamber had one main
flue 0.8 m wide and 1.15 m high and six cross flues. Its
vaulted cross walls were made of 400 3 300 3 60 mm large
bricks. The praefurnium of the kiln faced north. There were
no traces left from its oven floor.

Kiln 6 and Kiln 7 also shared the same stokehole. Little
was left of the elongated Kiln 6, the internal measurements
of which were about 1.8 3 3.0 m. Its praefurnium opened to
the west.97

Most of Kiln 7 was likewise destroyed. Its internal length
was 3.95 m, while its width must have been about 1.8 m. The
combustion chamber had on main flue, and its praefurnium
faced south.98

Based on the find material a wide range of ceramic
building material was fired in the kilns including tegulae,
imbrices, tubuli, tegulae mammatae and hexagonal and dog-
bone shaped floor tiles. The workshop operated in the 3rd

and 4th centuries AD.99

Siscia (Sisak, Croatia) – civilian tilery (Cat. 39.)

A large tile manufacturing workshop in Siscia is attested by a
series of bricks with the SISC stamps.100 Furthermore, an

unusually large number of tiles are known from Siscia with
graffito concerning the daily production of the tile
makers.101

Nevertheless, we only know one of the kilns, discovered,
but not fully unearthed at 3 Vinogradska Street. The length
of the rectangular kiln measured 3.15 m and its incomplete
width was 1.80 m. The oven floor was made of 300 3 400
mm large brick shifted so, that 10 cm2 large rectangular vent
holes were formed. A tegula mammata was found among
the ruins of the oven.102

Cibalae (Vinkovci, Croatia) – civilian pottery and tile
workshops (Cat. 40.)

More than fifty kilns are known from the pottery and tile
workshops of Cibalae. Most of the kilns were circular pottery
kilns, but few big, rectangular kilns were used for tile pro-
duction.103

Mursa (Osijek, Croatia) – imperial, military and civilian
pottery and tile workshops (Cat. 41.)

Pottery and tile production was also thriving in Mursa, where
about 20 kilns were discovered. Some of them belonged to
imperial, military and civilian tile manufacturing work-
shops.104

II.b Tile kilns of Roman villas

Fert}or�akos-Golgota (Hungary) – kiln of a villa (Cat. 42.)

In 1964–1965 parts of a Roman villa were excavated by
D�enes Gabler at the site Fert}or�akos-Golgota. The
unearthed remains included a rectangular building of 22.50
3 18.50 m and a tile kiln c. 30 m northwest from the
building.105 The rectangular kiln measured 5.50 3 4.20 m
on the outside and was used to produce ceramic building
material for the villa (Fig. 8).

Only the lower parts of the kiln survived, including the
stokehole and the combustion chamber. Both were lined
with 450 3 300 3 60 mm large bricks. No remains of the
oven floor and the upper parts of the kiln were found. The
praefurnium opened to the west. The combustion chamber
had one main flue measuring 3.0 m in length and 1.2 m in
width, and six cross walls with a vault in the middle, each
built of bricks 420 3 300 3 80 mm large.106

According to the observations of D. Gabler, this tile kiln
was probably not the only kiln of the villa. As there was no
datable find material in or near the kiln itself, we can only
date it on the basis of the finds of the villa. The uncovered

95JEREMI�C 2000, 144–145.
96JEREMI�C 2000, 145–146.
97JEREMI�C 2000, 148.
98JEREMI�C 2000, 148–149.
99JEREMI�C 2000, 149.
100L}oRINCZ 1981a, 77; PETRU 1976, 229; VIKI�C-BELAN�CI�C 1970, 31 and 36.

101MATIJAŠI�C 1986.
102VIKI�C-BELAN�CI�C 1970, 31.
103ISKRA-JANOŠI�C 2004, 187–188.
104FILIPOVI�C 2004, 164.
105GABLER 1973, 140–141.
106GABLER 1973, 149.
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building was in use from the 1st century AD to at least the
first half of the 3rd century AD with a hey-day in the 2nd

century. No stamped tiles were found.107

Fert}or�akos-Als�o€ultetv�eny d}ul}o (Hungary) – kiln of a villa
(Cat. 43.)

Southwest from the Roman villa in Fert}or�akos-Golgota
another Roman villa was found and investigated by J.
G€om€ori in 1979. The buildings of the villa were badly
damaged but 70 m north from the central building a tile kiln
was found. The rectangular kiln was small, it measured only
2.80 3 2.40 m (Fig. 8).

The combustion chamber of the kiln was divided into
three main flues with two walls. All flues were fuelled from
one praefurnium which opened to the west and had a
length of 2.5 m. The oven floor was supported by three
triplets of vaults built of 200 3 200 mm large lateres. The
construction method of the dividing walls in the com-
bustion chamber constitutes an interesting detail of the
kiln. The walls in question were built of rows of sun-dried
and fired bricks alternately. The fired bricks had three
knobs that could sink in the sun-dried bricks, while some
of the sun-dried bricks had several goat footprints on their
surfaces each. According to J. G€om€ori, these imprinted
tiles were used to make a steadier connection between the
rows.

The kiln was dated to the second half of the 4th century
based on a coin of the Valentinian dynasty.108

K}oszegfalvi r�etek (Hungary) – kiln of a villa
(Cat. 44-45.)

In 2012 two rectangular tile kilns and a circular pottery kiln
were excavated by R�eka Mladoniczki just outside
K}oszegfalva, on the territorium of Savaria (Szombathely,
Hungary). The workshop was located 2–3 km from the
Amber Road and probably belonged to one of the supposed
Roman villas in the vicinity of the site. All three kilns opened
from the same stokehole.

The oblong Kiln 1 was partly destroyed (Fig. 8). The
remaining part of its combustion chamber was 3.50 m long
and 1.16 m wide. Only small parts of its walls and none of
the oven floor survived. The walls and the vaults of the
combustion chamber were built from bricks measuring 460
3 360 3 70 mm and 420 3 250 3 70 mm. The internal
measurements of the fire tunnel were 1.20 3 2.44 m.

Kiln 2 was smaller, almost square shaped, its combustion
chamber was 1.94 3 1.80 m large (Fig. 8). The oven floor
was supported by five cross walls and was built from 250 3
250 3 60 mm large lateres, each with a half-circle shaped
cut in the middle of two sides. The holes thus created in the
oven floor were of 70–80 mm diameter. One of the lateres
bore a graffiti in cursive Latin.

Fig. 8. Plan of the civilian tile kilns of Roman villas

107GABLER 1973, 149–150; L}oRINCZ 1981a, 85. 108G€OM€ORI 1981, 62–65; L}oRINCZ 1981a, 85.
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Based on the finds, the tile kilns produced all kinds of
ceramic building materials including tegulae, imbrices, lat-
eres and rhombus shaped floor tiles, none with tile stamps.
The kilns were dated to the 2nd–3rd centuries AD.109

Urai�ujfalu, Kavicsb�anya (Hungary) – kiln of a villa
(Cat. 46.)

In Urai�ujfalu a tile kiln was unearthed in 1959 by T. Buocz.
Urai�ujfalu lay on the territorium of Savaria and the kiln
might have belonged to a nearby Roman villa.110

Csepreg, V€or€os major (Hungary) – kiln of a villa
(Cat. 47.)

T. Buocz uncovered a rectangular tile kiln in Csepreg
but she has not published her findings. The kiln was in
very poor condition, nothing of its walls or oven floor
survived.111

Balogunyom (Hungary) – kiln of a villa (Cat. 48.)

A Roman villa and a possible tile kiln were observed during
field walking by Ferenc Derd�ak, G�abor Kiss and E. T�oth near
Balogunyom. The site has not been excavated yet.112

Nemesrempeholl�os (Hungary) – kiln of a villa
(Cat. 49.)

South of Nemesrempeholl�os, at Cs�ardahel/G€ovecsb�anya
d}ul}o traces of a Roman villa and tile kiln were identified by
F. Derd�ak.113

H�ev�ız-Egregy (Hungary) – kiln of a villa (Cat. 50.)

A Roman tile kiln was found in 1936 in the yard at 27.
Egregyi Street. The rescue excavation was carried out by
Alad�ar Radn�oti in 1940.114

Szentgy€orgyv�ar (Hungary) – kiln of a villa (Cat. 51.)

A Roman pottery or tile kiln was discovered during a road
construction in 1925 near Szentgy€orgyv�ar. Roman bricks,
tiles and pottery shards were collected at the site.115

Balatonf€ured, 1 Sz}ol}osi Street (Hungary) – kiln of a
villa (Cat. 52.)

A rectangular tile kiln with rounded corners was found in
1973 in Balatonf€ured (Fig. 8). It was small, its firing chamber
measured appr. 2.52 3 2.04 m. The combustion chamber
had one main flue and four vaulted cross walls. The con-
struction method of the oven floor is worth mentioning: 240
3 340 3 40 mm large bricks stood in zigzag so that trian-
gular holes were created. These holes were partly filled in
with clay in order to make the holes circular.

The kiln was dated to the 3rd century AD by Sylvia
Pal�agyi, who led the excavation.116

Balatonf€ured, F€urd}o Street (Hungary) – kiln of a villa
(Cat. 53.)

Five years later, in 1975, another rectangular kiln with
rounded corners was found in Balatonf€ured, just a few
hundred meters from the other (Fig. 8). The excavation
unearthed a kiln with a 3.14 3 2.92 m large firing chamber.
Its 3.3 m long praefurnium opened to the east. The com-
bustion chamber had one main flue and six vaulted cross-
walls. The oven floor was built of bricks with their corners
cut off and lined with clay so that the holes became circular.

There were broken tegulae and imbrices in the praefur-
nium. No datable find material came to light inside or
around the kiln.117

There are at least two Roman villas in Balatonf€ured
within 500m from the above-mentioned tile kilns.118 The
kilns might be related to the villas.

Balatonf€ured, Baricska-d}ul}o (Hungary) – possible tile
kiln of a villa (Cat. 54.)

B. Kuzsinszky supposed a Roman tile kiln in Balatonf€ured,
Baricska-d}ul}o. According to his description a vaulted
structure was found with three flues underneath, bricks with
holes at their corners and tegulae.119

Csopak, Sportp�alya (Hungary) – tile kiln of a villa
(Cat. 55.)

A rectangular tile kiln in Csopak was unearthed in 1975 (Fig.
8). The sides of the firing chamber of the trapezoid kiln
measured 2.96 3 3.36 3 2.50 3 2.78 m. The 1.01 m long
praefurnium opened to the south. Tegulae and lateres were
found around the kiln, none of which bore tile stamps.120

109MLADONICZKI 2012, 152–164.
110MLADONICZKI 2012, 164–165. T. Buocz published only a short report:

R�egFüz 13 (1960) 55.
111MLADONICZKI 2012, 164.
112MLADONICZKI 2012, 152–164; F. Derd�ak, G. Kiss and E. T�oth published

their findings in short reports: R�egFüz 38 (1985) 34. and Arch�Ert 112
(1985) 275.

113MLADONICZKI 2012, 165.
114L}oRINCZ 1981a, 77.
115L}oRINCZ 1981a, 77; MÜLLER et al. 2002, 14.

116PAL�AGYI 1993–1994, 215–218.
117PAL�AGYI 1993–1994, 218–220.
118GABLER 1993–1994, 151; PAL�AGYI 1993–1994, 226.
119PAL�AGYI 1993–1994, 222; KUZSINSZKY 1920, 170.
120PAL�AGYI 1993–1994, 220–222.
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Gyulafir�at�ot, Pog�anytelek (Hungary) – tile kiln of a villa
(Cat. 56‒57.)

The villa complex at Gyulafir�at�ot-Pog�anytelek had a pottery
workshop with four kilns. The two smaller, round kilns
were used for firing pottery (nos 1‒2.), while the two
bigger, rectangular kilns (nos 3‒4.) were used for firing
bricks and tiles.121 Both of the rectangular kilns had one
main flue and four cross walls. Their exact size was not
mentioned in the original publication of Gyula Rh�e in 1906.
Beside the kilns a pit was found filled with tegulae prepared
for firing.122

Als�o€ors, Kemencs-r�et (Hungary) – possible tile kiln
(Cat. 58.)

In 1908 a small, “hypocausted” room was found, the func-
tion of which is debated. Based on the small size of the
feature (one side was 3.0 m long, the other at least 2.0 m),
the lack of rocks in the walls and the abundance of Roman
bricks near the site B. Kuzsinszky defined the feature as a
pottery or tile kiln. Dezs}o Laczk�o thought it to be a hypo-
causted building, while Edit Thomas described it as a
bath.123

Als�o€ors, Orgona Street (Hungary) – tile kilns (Cat. 59.)

During a gas line installation in front of 21 Orgona Street a
Roman tile kiln was found under the road. Most of it was
destroyed before the archaeologist S. Pal�agyi could investigate.
The internal size of the rectangular kiln was about 3.0 3 2.7
m, and it had one main flue and several cross flues. The oven
floor was punctured by circular vent holes 9 cm in diameter.

Based on photos taken during the gas line installation
two more kilns are to be counted with.124

Berhida, Nagygizder (Hungary) – possible tile kiln (Cat. 60.)

In 1938 a kiln-like structure was found with bricks and tiles.
All finds were lost, thus the one-time existence of a Roman
tile kiln at this site is questionable but not impossible.125

Wolfsbr€unnl bei Sommerein (Austria) – tile kiln (Cat. 61.)

A rectangular tile kiln was unearthed in 1980 near
Wolfsbr€unnl bei Sommerein. The size of the kiln was about
3.0 3 3.5 m and could be dated to the 4th century AD. A
large number of unstamped tegulae and imbrices were found
around the kiln.126

Eisenstadt-G€olbes€ackern (Austria) – kiln of a villa (Cat.
62.)

The villa complex in Eisenstadt G€olbes€ackern also had tile
and pottery kilns.127

E. Thomas referred to tile kilns in the villa complex of
Tokod-Erzs�ebetakna beside the pottery workshop and glass
workshop in the same area.128 The workshops operated in
the 4th century AD, after the villa building was abandoned.
However, M. Kelemen and B. L}orincz did not mention tile
kilns in the monograph of Tokod, although they did describe
the pottery workshop and the tile stamp found on site in
detail.129

CONCLUSIONS

Based on earlier publications 62 tile kilns were collected in
30 settlements. Fourteen belonged to 7 different military
workshops, 27 to civilian workshops in towns and 19 to
villas (Table 2). All of them were rectangular in shape, and
their size ranged roughly from 2 3 2 m to 6 3 6 m. They
operated from the turn of the 1st and 2nd centuries AD to
the end of the 4th century AD. In some cases, for instance
in Brigetio, the kilns seem to have been used for centuries,
while in the numerous workshops of Poetovio kilns were
generally short-lived. All tile kilns listed were rectangular,
but their exact type could only be decided in 34 cases: 24
had one main flue, 9 had two main flues and 1 had three
main flues in their combustion chamber. The ceramic
building material fired in them included tegulae, imbrices,
lateres, antefixa, tegulae mammatae, tubuli, floor tiles and
drain pipes. Stamped tiles were found in all military
workshops, in fact, the stamps of several different units or
officers were found in most military workshops. In Vin-
dobona, a few civilian stamps (6 out of 2,000) were also
found in the legionary workshop. In the civilian workshops
in towns stamped tiles or stamp dies around the kiln were
found in only four settlements: Aquincum-civil town,
Neviodunum, Poetovio and Siscia. Not one stamped tile
came to light from kilns around villas.
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Table 2. Roman tile kilns in Pannonia

Nr. Location Shape Size Type Date
Ceramic Building

Material Stamps
Date of

Excavation Publication

1. Vienna-Hernals,
13 Steinergasse

Vindobona legionary
tilery

rectangular turn of the 1st and 2nd

c. AD – middle of the
3rd c.

tegulae,
imbrices,
lateres,
antefixa,
floor tiles

legio X Gemina,
legio XIII Gemina,
legio XIIII Gemina,
legio XV Apollinaris,
legio XXX Ulpia

Victrix,
cohors I Aelia mill.

sag. eq.,
FEARORI ANIS,
ADRI [- - -],
Atilia Firma,
C V (S)

G F ( ) P ( )
P L ( ) S E ( )

1953 NEUMANN 1968,
L}oRINCZ 1981,
MOSSER 2013

2. Vienna (Hernals),
15 Steinergasse

rectangular C. di
C. II/c,
BL I

1975 HARL 1976,
L}oRINCZ 1981a

3. Vienna-Hernals,
16 Steinergasse /
47 Geblergasse,

Ofen 1

rectangular 2.60 3 2.20 m
(inside)

C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

2013–
2013

MOSSER 2013,
MOSSER 2014,
MOSSER 2018

4. Vienna-Hernals,
16 Steinergasse /
47 Geblergasse,

Ofen 2

rectangular 2.75 3 2.5 m
(inside)

C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

5. Kom�arom-Sz}ony,
Kurucdomb,

Kiln I

Brigetio legionary
pottery and tile

workshop

rectangular 2.90 3 2.80 m
(inside) c. 5.0 3 4.0

m (outside)

turn of the 1st and 2nd

c. AD – end of the 4th

c. AD

Legio XI Claudia,
Legio XXX Ulpia,

Victrix
Legio I Adiutrix,

vexillationes of the
legio XIII Gemina and
the legio XIIII Gemina,
Lupicinus tribunus

1934 PAULOVICS 1934,
1938,

L}oRINCZ 1981a

6. Kom�arom-Sz}ony,
Kurucdomb,

Kiln II

rectangular c. 6.80 3 6.0 m 1934 PAULOVICS 1934,
1938,

L}oRINCZ 1981

7. Budapest-Óbuda,
124 B�ecsi Street,
Kiln 1967/3

Aquincum legionary
pottery and tile

workshop

rectangular 3.20 3 2.80 m C. di
C. II/c,
BL I

around the 2nd–3rd c.
AD

tegulae,
imbrices,
lateres,

tegulae mammatae,
antefixa,
floor tiles

Legio II Adiutrix, legio
X Gemina,

legio IIII Flavia,
Frigeridus dux,
Iovinus tribunus,

Valentinus centurio,
APIVINI

1967 PARRAGI 1971,
PARRAGI 1976,
PARRAGI 1981,
L}oRINCZ 1981a

8. Budapest-Óbuda,
124 B�ecsi Street,
Kiln 1970/1

rectangular C. di
C. II/c,
BL I

1970

9. Budapest-Óbuda,
128 B�ecsi Street,
Kiln 1970/2

rectangular 4.0 3 4.0 m 1970

10. D€om€os, Kiln I legionary tilery rectangular 6.20 3 5.44 m C. di
C. II/c,
BL I

second half of the 2nd

c. AD
Tegulae, imbrices,
lateres, tubuli

Legio I Adiutrix 1987 KELEMEN 1994–
1995
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Table 2. Continued

Nr. Location Shape Size Type Date
Ceramic Building

Material Stamps
Date of

Excavation Publication

11. D€om€os, Kiln II legionary tilery rectangular 5.45 3 5.10 m C. di
C. II/c,
BL I

second half of the 2nd

c. AD
Tegulae, imbrices,
lateres, tubuli

Legio I Adiutrix 1988 KELEMEN
1994-1995

12. Solva,
Esztergom-

Szentgy€orgymez}o

military tilery rectangular 3.80 3 4.10 m C. di
C. II/c,
BL I

4th c. AD tegulae, imbrices,
lateres

Quadriburgium,
Terentianus tribunus

2005 KELEMEN 2011

13. Lugio,
Dunaszekcs}o-

Halena

military tilery rectangular 2nd - 3rd c. AD cohors VII Breucorum 2012 FARKAS 2013,
G�ABOR 2019

14. Progar military tilery rectangular 2nd – 3rd c. AD ? Classis Flavia
Pannonica

DIMITRIJEVI�C 1967,
VIKI�C-BELAN�CI�C

1970,
PETRU 1976,

STOJANOVI�C 2013

15. Budapest-Óbuda,
G�azgy�ar pottery
workshops,

Kiln I

Aquincum civil town
civilian pottery and

tile workshop

rectangular 7.90 3 7.35 m
(outside)

4.80 3 4.80 m
(inside)

C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

beginning of the 2nd

c. AD – end of the 2nd

c. AD

D [quarta] of[ficina]
Vindo/nis

Ak[vincensis] stamp
die

1910–
1911

KUZSINSZKY 1932,
L}oRINCZ 1981a

16. Budapest-Óbuda,
G�azgy�ar pottery
workshops,

Kiln I

rectangular 6.65–6.85 3 6.75 m
(outside)

4.35 3 4.35 m
(inside)

C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

KUZSINSZKY 1932,
L}oRINCZ 1981a

17. Budapest-Óbuda,
G�azgy�ar pottery
workshops,
Kiln III

rectangular 5.30 3 5.20 m
(outside)

4.05 3 3.70 m
(inside)

C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

KUZSINSZKY 1932,
L}oRINCZ 1981a

18. Budapest-Óbuda,
G�azgy�ar pottery
workshops,
Kiln VIII

rectangular 5.60 3 5.00 m
(outside)

4.05 3 3.40 m
(inside)

C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

KUZSINSZKY 1932,
L}oRINCZ 1981a

19. Budapest-Óbuda,
G�azgy�ar pottery
workshops,
Kiln XII

rectangular 4.25 3 4.20 m C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

KUZSINSZKY 1932,
L}oRINCZ 1981a
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Table 2. Continued

Nr. Location Shape Size Type Date
Ceramic Building

Material Stamps
Date of

Excavation Publication

20. Budapest-Óbuda,
12 B�ecsi Road

Kiln 1

Aquincum canabae
civilian pottery and

tile workshop

rectangular late 3rd c. AD – early
4th c. AD

1996 FACS�ADY 1997

21. Budapest-Óbuda,
12 B�ecsi Road

Kiln 1

rectangular 3.20 3 2.40 m
(oven internal)

22. Sopron-
K�anyaszurdok,

Kiln 1

Scarbantia civilian
tilery

rectangular 2.64 3 2.3 m
(comb. chamber)

C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

1981 G€OM€ORI 1984

23. Sopron-
K�anyaszurdok,

Kiln 2

rectangular 2.60 3 3.0 m
(comb. chamber)

C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

24. Szombathely,
Bolyai Street

Savaria, civilian
pottery and tile

workshop

rectangular 3.2 3 3.1 m 1968 SZENTL�ELEKY 1968a,
SZENTL�ELEKY 1968b,
MLADONICZKY 2012

25. Drnovo, Velika vas Neviodunum, civilian
tilery

rectangular c. 2.0 3 2.0 m C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

tegulae,
imbrices,
pipes

SIS 1960s PETRU et al. 1966,
VIKI�C-BELAN�CI�C

1970,
PETRU 1976

26. Ptuj, 2 Ciril-
Metodov Avenue,

Kiln A

Poetovio, civilian
pottery and tile

workshop

rectangular 3.7 3 3.9 m C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

late 2nd – early 3rd c.
AD

CCC
Marcus Iunius Firmus

1967 �SUBIC 1968,
VIKI�C-BELAN�CI�C

1970,
HORVAT 2010

27. Ptuj, 2 Ciril-
Metodov Avenue,

Kiln B

rectangular 3.7 3 4.2 m
(outside)

3.1 3 3.0 m (inside
oven)

C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

28. Ptuj, 2 Ciril-
Metodov Avenue,

Kiln C

rectangular

29. Ptuj, Kri�zi�s�ce
Kraigherjeve Street

rectangular 2nd – 3rd c. AD tegulae,
imbrices

1974 VIKI�C-BELAN�CI�C
1970,

HORVAT 2010

30. Ptuj, 7–10 Rimska
plo�s�cad, two kilns

rectangular 1975–
1976

HORVAT 2010
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Table 2. Continued

Nr. Location Shape Size Type Date
Ceramic Building

Material Stamps
Date of

Excavation Publication

31. Ptuj, Porodni�snica
three kilns

Poetovio, civilian
pottery and tile

workshop

rectangular 2nd – 3rd c. AD QSP 1989–
1991

HORVAT 2010

32. Sremska Mitrovica,
Ciglana,
Kiln 1.

Sirmium, civilian
pottery and tile

workshop

rectangular 4.10 3 3.95 m C. di
C. II/c,
BL I

3rd – 4th c. AD tegulae, imbrices,
tegula mammatae,

floor tiles

1985 JEREMI�C 2000

33. Sremska Mitrovica,
Ciglana,
Kiln 2.

rectangular 3.20 3 2.20 m C. di
C. II/d, BL
I variant

1997 JEREMI�C 2000

34. Sremska Mitrovica,
Ciglana,
Kiln 3.

rectangular 1.90 3 1.90 m C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

1969 JEREMI�C 2000

35. Sremska Mitrovica,
Ciglana,
Kiln 4.

rectangular 2.95 3 2.65 m C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

1985 JEREMI�C 2000

36. Sremska Mitrovica,
Ciglana,
Kiln 5.

rectangular 1.90 3 2.80 m C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

1985 JEREMI�C 2000

37. Sremska Mitrovica,
Ciglana,
Kiln 6.

rectangular c. 1.80 3 c. 3.00 m C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

1985 JEREMI�C 2000

38. Sremska Mitrovica,
Ciglana,
Kiln 7.

rectangular c. 1.80 3 3.95 m C. di C. II/
b,

BL II

1985 JEREMI�C 2000

39. Sisak,
3 Vinogradska

Street

Siscia, civilian tilery rectangular length: 3.15 m tegula mammatae SISC 1948 L}oRINCZ 1981a,
PETRU 1976,
VIKI�C-BELAN�CI�C

1970

40. Vinkovci, several
tile kilns

Cibalae, civilian and
pottery workshops

rectangular ISKRA-JANO�sI�C 2004
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Table 2. Continued

Nr. Location Shape Size Type Date
Ceramic Building

Material Stamps
Date of

Excavation Publication

41. Osijek, several tile
kilns

Mursa, imperial,
military, civilian
pottery and tile
workshops

FILIPOVI�C 2004

42. Fert}or�akos-Golgota villa rectangular 5.50 3 4.20 m
(outside)

C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

end of the 1st –
middle of the 3rd c.

AD

1964–
1965

GABLER 1973,
L}oRINCZ 1981a

43. Fert}or�akos-
Als�o€ultetv�eny d}ul}o

villa rectangular 2.80 3 2.40 m BL III second half of the 4th

c. AD
1979 G€OM€ORI 1981,

L}oRINCZ 1981a

44. K}oszegfalvi r�etek,
Kiln 1.

villa rectangular
(oblong)

3.50 3 1.72 m C. di
C. II/b
variant,
BL II
variant

2nd – 3rd c. AD tegulae,
imbrices,
lateres,
floor tiles

2012 MLADONICZKY 2012

45. K}oszegfalvi r�etek
Kiln 2.

rectangular 1.94 3 1.80 m C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

46. Urai�ujfalu villa 1959 BUOCZ 1960,
MLADONICZKY 2012

47. Csepreg villa MLADONICZKY 2012,
BUOCZ 1960

48. Balogunyom villa MLADONICZKY 2012,
DERD�AK et al.

1985a, DERD�AK et
al. 1985b

49. Nemesrempeholl�os villa MLADONICZKY 2012

50. H�ev�ız-Egregy villa 1936 MRT 1,
L}oRINCZ 1981a

51. Szentgy€orgyv�ar villa 1925 MRT 1,
L}oRINCZ 1981a

52. Balatonf€ured,
1 Sz}ol}osi Street

villa rectangular c. 2.62 3 c. 2.04 m C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

1973 PAL�AGYI 1993–1994
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Table 2. Continued

Nr. Location Shape Size Type Date
Ceramic Building

Material Stamps
Date of

Excavation Publication

53. Balatonf€ured,
F€urd}o Street

villa rectangular 3.14 3 2.92 m C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

tegulae, imbrices 1978 PAL�AGYI 1993–1994

54. Balatonf€ured,
Baricska-d}ul}o

villa tegulae PAL�AGYI 1993–
1994,

KUZSINSZKY 1920

55. Csopak,
Sportp�alya

rectangular 2.96 3 2.50 m C. di
C. II/c,
BL I

tegulae,
lateres

1975 PAL�AGYI 1993–1994

56. Gyulafir�at�ot-
Pog�anytelek,

Kiln 3.

villa rectangular C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

tegulae before
1906

PAL�AGYI 1993–
1994, THOMAS

1964,
RH�E 1906

57. Gyulafir�at�ot-
Pog�anytelek,

Kiln 4.

rectangular C. di
C. II/b,
BL II

58. Als�o€ors,
Kemencs-r�et

villa rectangular length: 3.0 m 1908 PAL�AGYI 1993–1994

59. Als�o€ors, Orgona
Street

villa rectangular c. 3.0 3 2.7 m 1998 PAL�AGYI 2004

60. Berhida,
Nagygizdor

villa 1938 PAL�AGYI 1993–1994

61. Wolfsbr€unnl bei
Sommerein

villa rectangular 3.5 3 3.0 m 4th c. AD tegulae, imbrices 1980 PLOYER 2015

62. Eisenstadt
G€olbes€ackern

villa THOMAS 1964
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